Athletics Facilities:
6 Lane 100m Synthetic Sprint Track with floodlighting, long jump and triple jump facilities and canopies above (for details see drawing 2422-03)

145x90m Natural Grass Pitch:
With floodlighting and ballstop netting (for details see drawing 2422-03)

145x100m Natural Grass Pitch:
With floodlighting and ballstop netting with potential for future 2x crossfield pitches (for details see drawing 2422-03)

Cricket Field:
With 65yrd boundary line (for details see drawing 2422-04)

Baseball Field:
60/90 dimensioned diamond (for details see drawing 2422-04)
**LEGEND:**

1. **EXISTING TREES**
   - See Tree Survey. To be read in conjunction with Drawing 2422-01

2. **PROPOSED TREE PLANTING:**
   - See Drawings 2422-02

3. **PROPOSED SUBSOIL AREAS:**
   - ALL AREAS OUTSIDE OF PITCHES AND WARM UP AREAS

4. **EXISTING TURF:**
   - AREA TO BE DIRT-IFIED FROM EARTHWORKS, AREAS WHERE INTERVENTIONS ARE PROPOSED IN THESE AREAS ARE TO BE REINSTATED AND RESURFACED INTO EXISTING LEVELS

5. **FOIL SEWER:**
   - TO BE COMPLETED AFTER CONSTRUCTION OF PHASE 1

**MASTERCADR (by others)**

---

**LEGEND:**

1. **145x100m NATURAL GRASS PITCH** (for details see drawing 2422-03)
2. **145x90m NATURAL GRASS PITCH** (for details see drawing 2422-03)
3. **ATHLETICS FACILITIES** (for details see drawing 2422-06)
4. **CRICKET CREASE** (for details see drawing 2422-04)
5. **BASEBALL FIELD** (for details see drawing 2422-04)
6. **RAMMED ACCESS BRIDGE CROSSING** (for details see drawing 2422-05)
7. **PLAY AREA** (for details see drawing 2422-05)
8. **CALLISTHENICS** (for details see drawing 2422-05)
9. **BASKETBALL HALF COURT**
10. **MOUNDS FOR VIEWING NATCHES** (for details see Engineer's Drawings)
11. **WARM UP AREAS** (for details see drawing 2422-03)
12. **STORAGE** (see details 2422-09 & 2422-34)
13. **DRAINAGE/ATTENUATION AREA**
    - BIO-RETENTION AREA FOR WATER TO INFILTRATE INTO THE GROUND (for details see Engineer's Drawings)
14. **PATHS**:
    - WIDEN FROM 2.5m TO 3.5m. WIDENED AREAS HIGHLIGHTED IN BLUE (for details see drawing 2422-31)
15. **SERVICES**:
    - WATER, SURFACE WATER, ESB (INCL. SUB-STATION)
16. **PARK ENTRANCE**:
    - FOR DETAILS SEE DRAWING 2422-38
17. **REMOVED PATHS**:
    - PATHS TO BE REMOVED HIGHLIGHTED IN GREEN
18. **FOIL SEWER**:
    - RISING MAIN AROUND THE WESTERN PERIMETER OF THE PITCHES TO BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION (by others)
1. Entrance upgraded in line with DMURS
2. Tree Lined avenue with formalised parking (31 spaces)
3. Realigned and extended car park (133 spaces incl. 4 disabled)
4. Area to include the Parks/Cemeteries depot and the recycling centre
5. Crematorium – Part 8 approved in 2016 (PC/PKS/02/16)
6. Lit corridor linkages
7. Relocated entrance piers
8. Boundary set back to invite users
9. Wetland pond for stormwater attenuation with viewing deck
10. Naturalistic mounding
11. Screen planting and mounding
12. Formal lawn
13. Formal herbaceous garden with multi-use hard surfaced space
14. Ornamental sculpture walks
15. New sand based pitches with irrigation and floodlighting (145x90m)
16. Screen planting and mounding
17. Castle & sports parking (70 spaces incl. 4 disabled)
18. Existing building renovated as a multi-sport complex with new façade to include public toilets
19. Potential location for renewable energy generation
20. Proposed 'green' bridge
21. Proposed Eastcoast Greenway route
22. Woodbrook residential development – indicative layout only
23. Proposed Woodbrook DART station with surface car parking – indicative layout only
24. Four lane sprint track with potential long and triple jump pit
25. Enlarged and improved dogs-off-leash area
26. Deter haphazard car parking in neighbouring estate
EXTENT OF PART 8 SCHEME
PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
SITE ACCESS